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I do not know all of the ways in which we define queerness. It seems to me that there are
innumerable avenues to create a definition for one’s self, and by our very nature, also seek
to disrupt that definition, as well as how we are defined by others. Jody Chan, in her poem,
“not heaven, not ordinary,” writes, “we belong to sweat.” Mark Anthony Cayanan claims,
“As final in form as a seizure.” Oscar Cuevas says, “Other times I flew in dreams—not that I
dreamt I was flying but that I was flying while I dreamt.” It seems to follow then that queerness is a shaking and extraordinary part of who we are — that to be queer is not to simply be
othered; rather, it is to create your own landscape, your own weather, your own climate.
In Edition 12: Queer Climates, we were looking for queer voices who could create the kind
of choral arrangement that comes from some other place. Maybe somewhere far, far above
this temporal plane, and yet trumpeting from the deepest places in ourselves. I wanted to
write a long and winding letter for this issue. I tried. But the truth is that as much as I could
write about in an introduction, it could never compare to the beauty and joy of reading and
hearing these voices for yourself. After all, queerness is also about the freedom to speak for
yourself.
All hail, all queer.

LeTTer FrOm rObErT WhiTEhEad,
MANAgiNg ediTOr
There is a standard—all-too-often applied—which seeks to substantiate the behavior of humans by looking at the behavior of the natural world.
The logic goes that because the common garter snake or the Appalachian woodland salamander or kestrels or raccoons or elephants create homosexual or bisexual or polyamorous
relationships, it verifies that this behavior is natural, as well, in humans.
There is also the antithesis to this argument, in which the Macaroni penguin or the Sandhill
crane or those terrifying but beautiful swans are said to mate for life in heterosexual bond
pairs. Because they prop up a feeling about the natural behavior of straightness, these, too,
are seen as emblematic of a way humans can or should live.
Of course, these are both wrong.
Nature is irreducible. It cannot be broken down into pieces and dissected. It is not a moral tale, it is a lyrics tale. It is a system in delicate balance, where each difference is not an
aberration but an intrinsic part of the living whole. The only ethics in nature is that there is
an all-encompassing, primordial urge that fills every living thing and charges it to be pulled
toward their deepest expression of freedom.
In that way, queerness is not the perfection or the subversion of nature. It is nature. Queerness evades the binary distinctions—good or bad, right or wrong—and centers its values only
on what enhances personal freedom. Queerness seeks to banish hierarchy and promote
equity. Queerness encourages liberation in the face of exploitation.
In that way, queerness is the antidote to our current political moment, with our ever-mounting existential crises. From the rise of white supremacy and xenophobic nationalism, to the
restriction of rights around bodily autonomy and reproduction, to the global threat of ecological collapse and climate change. Queerness cannot solve these problems alone, but it
can provide a roadmap to understand how we counter the forces which seek to undo our
freedom: be free anyway.
To be personally free means all of us must be free. Those of us with more freedoms must
share them with those who have less. Queerness is a door through which all people can
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enter. This door is always open—it doesn’t unlock only for a certain combination of requirements—but it is our work to make sure everyone gets to the door.
The paintings and drawings of Andrew Catanese are perhaps what I would imagine resides
on the other side of that door. These are wildly colored, deeply hedonistic, pastoral landscapes, manifesting a kind of figurative hybridity and mischievous composition that make a
queer world feel possible, if not downright beautiful.
Filled with dancing minotaurs, snakes with human faces, bulbous frogs, laughing jackals, and
crouching humans playing trumpets with their butts, Catanese’s paintings are all set against
a lush backdrop of intricately painted bushes, trees, lakes, flowers, ferns, and meadows.
These figures and the backgrounds they inhabit are crowded together in a daringly rich cacophony of color that, at once, provoke the tumultuous feeling of this densely-packed modern earth where natural spaces are diminishing and ecologies are collapsing onto one another and the high lyric drama of an ancient ritual or festival. His paintings are at once dystopia
and utopia. At once mourning the loss of our natural world and celebrating its legacies.

fact—we are much more capable of having knowledge of ourselves that the rest of the
world cannot access.
Such is the case, often, with queer people, who keep intimate company with personas born from the closet. To transform oneself into an image that is at once the self
and distinctly not-self is perhaps the greatest accomplishment of queer performance,
shape-shifting new gender expressions and outwardly projecting fantasies that may have
once only resided inside the domain of one’s imagination.
These photographs are not violations, they are invitations. They extend a hand to the
viewer and ask them to sit with and study these finely-detailed and deeply-felt renderings, which are not renderings of an object, but of a subject devised by and articulated
through a queer understanding of self. Johnson’s photographs divulge the queer secret of
selfhood: it is as much a form of art to simply be present in the world as it is to pose for a
camera. These photographs prove that there is freedom to be found by escaping the self
and becoming anew.

When I imagine a queer future, I want to imagine it the way Catanese paints it.
When I am looking for insight into the queer present, I find it in the poetry of Phillip Matthews. In this edition, Matthews has teamed up with photographer David Johnson to document the witching hour of his poetic process in a project called Wig Heavier Than a Boot.
Johnson shows Matthews as he metamorphoses into and out of Petal, an alter-ego/drag
consciousness that aids Matthews in writing his poems. The collaboration is not ekphrastic
(where the poems respond to the photos, or vice versa), but rather a moment of site-specific
performance in which Johnson directs the photoshoot and Matthews/Petal enacts the ritual
that lead to a poem. They both co-create a space, marking from two vantage points through
two distinct mediums the experience of being present in one moment.
Susan Sontag, in her On Photography, argued that “to photograph people is to violate them,
by seeing them as they never see themselves, by having knowledge of them they can never
have; It turns people into objects that can be symbolically possessed.” What this statement
fails to recognize is that symbolic possession can be a self-directed process, and that—in
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marK AnThOnY CaYaNan
He was most surprisingly conscious of an odd expansion
within himself, a kind of roving unrest, a youthfully ardent
desire for faraway places, a feeling so intense, so new or
at least unaccustomed and forgotten for so long, that he
stopped short as if rooted to the spot
As final in form as a seizure, this longing he wants to sacrifice a name to: in this humid heat
it deflates like a body after orgasm; at his age it’s a front-end loader backing into the street,
everyone walking around it in hurried steps: its goal is omnipresence, its source, whose
inattentive erection is a summary of his life, summons a look that has the eloquence of a
dormant volcano: there’s rainwater in that look, like a pig it roots into earth for fungi. He
once overheard his mother say that his father smelled of cigarettes and embarrassment: he
gets from his father the kind of look that’s really an appeal for forgiveness, says Sorry: the
dream’s only expectedly erotic: a post-winter vineyard under a sky with a blue that burns
and clouds that curl like sighs. He wants his longing inhaled and inside the mouth, wants
it with notes of apple blossom and cherry, to demonstrate he pops his lips the way a drag
queen would: he loves his ephemera the way a house cat sharpens her claws on the couch,
meaning
constantly he’s been carrying the look within him: when he fishes it from his left lung and
opens it, out unrolls an ocean, in it are trenches that swallow saltwater, ugly fish call it their
home, and mermen with dull tails braid each other’s hair in the steady dark: their eyes when
they blink light up the opal walls like a disco. He rides a vaporetto across his ocean until he
reaches the canals, bisected every which way by alleys that reek of spunk and unaffordable
healthcare: he writes poems because everyone who’s been there has: its church doors aren’t
gold and its pigeon population ignores the tourists posing at the square: when he finishes a
draft he picks up his life off the shit-stained masegno pavement and wears it like a backpack
stuffed with newspaper. Turning to those who chitchat in shrill tones that locals dismiss as
ambient noise, won’t you tell them why this city is known for the desire it creates and keeps
thwarting: in this bawdy city, affection is trite as colored glass, cheap as red wine: it claims
his best elegies and kisses.
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JodY Chan

//
almost everything is our own fault. scientists say migratory birds

migratory patterns

when I met you it was spring & 22 degrees & we hadn’t yet
acclimated to each other’s cruelest selves. recently, the seasons stumble
heatdrunk into each other’s laps. anything can become tolerable
if you let it. this April was a frenzy
of hail & gale force winds, like waking up after the party
to find January still passed out on the couch. in twenty years
summer & winter will meet & you’ll have forgotten
				
our own first collision, lunch date
over loud nerves, why
you briefly believed I was the last new person
you’d fall in love with.

seasons. I haven’t met a single fullness my body’s slow burn
won’t undo. this folder of old letters, this sock drawer. I batter
each new emptiness with busy, carry on like nothing is ever lost
or changed. I miss the parade of sick birds on the sidewalk,
too busy looking for your face in strangers who don’t smile
back. at some point I must have learned
to pass a corpse without asking how it died.

//
the summer the Islands flooded we rode the ferry to see
a carpet of water rolled out over the lawns, a family
of swans bobbing placidly across the walkway.
that summer & nearly every one since has been the hottest
on record, but we were tied to our own equator, train track
leading to the same fights, same fire disguised
in different provocations. an unfinished errand, a birthday slipped from our minds
like a wet pebble out of a palm. we did the best we could, but finally let
the swollen lake of our wrongs claim our love
with the hiss of an inferno being extinguished
the soft kiss of dying or falling asleep.
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//
whenever the snowfall is late
I suspect it might not arrive at all
but then each year it scoops another
week or two from the start of spring.
as long as winter straddles the city’s
ribs I sleep curled around two versions
of you: the one who called me
unlovable & the one who fried banana
pancakes for me on insular weekend
mornings. I’ve misplaced both
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& can’t tell which I miss more.
if the world was ending I would
barely look away from my little life
long enough to notice. I am a poor witness
but I love the world the way I could not
love you: naming what I must lose
before it is already gone.
//
the last time I saw you
you looked at me as if from the echo
of a speeding train leaving me
in the station the whole way
home I walked with my fingers stiff
in my pockets fossilized to the imprint
of your hands tomorrow
maybe
I will mold them to the shape
of a wounded bird
betrayed
by an unexpected window
blooded
at the throat small & still
for now
saveable
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JodY Chan
not heaven, not ordinary

in the Toronto summer we belong to
sweat
trembling on
our foreheads
like a bad bowl
cut —
we have no AC & not
enough fans in our homes you’ve
been moist for days but find your way
to the local pool there
your hips
ease to the staccato of children’s
running feet &
forget that
every summer from now on will feed
heat records to history
you unspool
your tongue
in a bottle of
grapefruit perrier earlier your hands
burst sourdough bubbles on your girlfriend’s tongue from a loaf your
lover baked 		
we know
what these mundane miracles are
worth & who covered the cost but
I want to be forgiven for wanting
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tell me again how to believe
that heaven exists how it is bound
to another earth with everyone we
love alive & gathered in the next
room		
how heaven is
a place where
your friends crowd
their kitchens with kin
& dunk
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JodY Chan
how to survive in a time of great urgency
— after Solmaz Sharif

to fill the prescription
to arrange a rotten avocado on toast
to misplace the keys
to don shorts as the fires stretch, second by unimaginable second, into September
to imagine yourself choking on chemical sky
to dismount at the wrong streetcar stop, three nights in a row
to locate fear in the sternum, smoke-skinned, ashy-lipped
to recall that Audre Lorde once named her anger a boiling hot spring likely to erupt at any point, leaping out of my consciousness like a fire on the landscape
to consider the CRISIS being legislated into an infant committee, their URGENT mandate
to attend your first political rally then, to rage at the bricked facade of the bureaucrat’s office, every face around you unnamed
to fill your therapy hour with the delight of political discovery, with nicknames for your new awareness
to invoke June Jordan from a smartphone speaker, saying I can’t do what I want to do with my own body because I am the wrong
to declare you are finished saying it nicely
to waggle your head over the headlines, unsurprised
to facilitate the meeting, wielding a stiff-armed, sharp-handed clock over each agenda item
to extol the well-worded email as a potent weapon of resistance, URGENT every subject line
to deploy the word OPPORTUNITY instead of the word CRISIS whenever possible
to learn to dislike every cop, to suspect everyone you dislike of being a cop
to not have somewhere to threaten relocation to, the way an American lover once said, if things get worse I’m moving to Canada
to declare homelessness no CRISIS and meanwhile the deaths amass by garbage truck, by clothing bin, by head-waggle
to go back to an empty house, to scroll countless Facebook statuses capitalizing on this state-sanctioned OPPORTUNITY for critique
to hear the therapist ask where do you feel safety in your body, to face her silently until the hour passes, not a single eyelash or toenail responding
to institute check-ins at every meeting, to never check in honestly
to mail a letter with no return address
to declare all of this not a CRISIS but a continuation
to wake up on the 9262nd day of your life, the 9255th without your mother, and realize you still miss her
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OSCar CUeVaS
Violent Flight

In Kansas, there are no large bodies of water. There are small ponds, creeks, ditches,
man-made lakes, puddles. So, when Kansas children dream themselves out of being landlocked, they dream they live on boats all their lives, waiting for fathers, who swim out in the
water to catch water moccasins. The fathers bring the snakes home to the children in woven
baskets, some dead, some still alive and so poisonous the children have to instantly take
the snakes in their small hands and twist the necks until the writhing stops. They wrap them
around their wrists, tying them off—the only jewelry for children eternally boated. They skin
what they aren’t wearing, lay the thin, muscled bodies out in the sun, covered in layers of
saltwater, and watch from under the shade of their boat’s roof, waiting to eat.
In Kansas, the sky is bigger than any other location in North America. It’s the geographical center of the United States, lacking mountains, tall trees, and other obstructions, so if
you lie on your back in a field, spread your arms, and look up, you will see God if you wait
long enough. There are more stars in a Kansas sky, more opportunities to wish on them,
sending out your dreams into the universe, but with so much open space, dreams float into
the sky, themselves becoming luminescent as they get lost, and eventually people wish on
them, mistaking them for stars, so the loss of dreams is cumulative.
The children can, like so many Kansas children, become orphans, and live the majority
of their lives as adolescent nymphs underwater. They can spend eternities hiding under
moss-covered rocks and decayed plants, dodging the gaping mouths of fish. Then, some
glorious summer day, they are allowed to emerge and take to the air, shedding through to
winged form. As soon as they take their first unsure flight, the dark-eyed birds are swooping down beak-first toward them, and the fish jump up from below the surface. If they can
make it this far—usually a couple of hours—then the children get to transform yet again—this
time into more streamlined bodies—thinner, wings stronger, with no mouths or stomachs, no
eyes, and they have around thirty final minutes to blindly skim the flesh of the water’s surface, in search of the loves of their lives before they starve to death.
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—
I always wanted to fly—not necessarily away from anything, but just to be airborne was
enough. I could rise above our small destitute house and look down on the other children
scurrying across the the fields between open doors. Sometimes flight was out-of-body experience. I would float above myself in the alleyway, watching the older neighbor boy who
put his penis in my mouth behind the dumpsters, and further up until I could see my stepfather Dick and my mother sitting on our porch, smoking cigarettes and swatting mosquitoes.
My extreme desire to fly wasn’t just from watching the birds bobbing through branches
in the trees or the moths fluttering around false moons in the night, it also stemmed from
the fact that I could fly, sometimes. The first time, when I was in the back of a car, young
enough to still need a car seat, I looked directly at the sun. My mother saw me staring when
she strapped me in and told me to stop or I’d go blind, but I did not stop, and as we pulled
away, for a moment, I trailed the car from above with my eyes on the sun. I couldn’t see anything, but that didn’t stop me from feeling the sensation of flight, of weightlessness. When
I looked away from the sun, I was back in my body. Other times I flew in dreams—not that I
dreamt I was flying but that I was flying while I dreamt.
I thought the sun was the key to flight, but I could not fly on demand, no matter how
hard I tried. I would climb trees to the highest branch I could reach, sometimes jumping off
while trying to keep my eye on the fiery sun through the leaves, but I only flopped to the
ground. I learned a kind of empathy for the tendency of bodies to obey the laws of gravity,
to sink downward, falling like an overripe peach with a violent, meaty thump.
I tried prayer, asking God, please, if you love me, let me fly now. It wasn’t just flight I wanted in these moments, but proof of God’s love too. But it was utterly futile—no matter how
badly I wanted it, I could not fly at will. So, I began cursing God, who had given me flight
before, and yet withheld when I needed it.
I’d move my chapped lips tensely over clenched teeth, whispering to God that I hated him,
that if he wanted me to love him and follow him then he needed to grant me flight. Later,
though, I thought the denial was beautiful—the red passion of anger and streaks of hatred
across my face sought to be honored for what they formed in the soft meat of my being.
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The first prayer I knew was the serenity prayer—I learned it from the AA meetings my
mother took us to when we were children. I viewed it as a transactional affair. We asked
God for something that we could only gain from him, and, if we asked vigilantly enough, he
gave it to us.
—
The clouds become more dense—like slow, heavy objects they rolled across the sky,
which darkened, and yet looked as if it were glowing from within, because the sun had all
but abandoned us, only indirectly illuminating the heavens. When these types of storms
manifested, sometimes it would rain, but mostly time existed as if suspended in the moment
right before the downpour. We waited, paying attention to the wind blowing, listening for
sirens. The clouds would meet, swirl, and we wondered, will this be the one to touch down?
Mom would stand on the porch, usually with a coffee mug, always with a cigarette. She
did not fear tornados. She’d look straight in the eye of the vortex and let it rip her apart
before fearing it. The reverence we all felt for a tornado was religious, and tornado weather
wasn’t just a time to be afraid, but a time to reflect on what we had to lose, and what we did
not.
“Ain’t nothing to stop a tornado,” she said, coffee mug and cigarette both in one hand,
the other hand in her pocket. “No point in being afraid of something you can’t control.”
My little sister Marcella and I would sit on the porch with our mother—we both secretly
hoped for a tornado. The storms caused it to hail in the middle of the summer. We’d watch
the ice falling out of the sky in July, denting the hoods of cars, sometimes falling so hard,
so big, we couldn’t leave the porch until it was over. Then, in the leftover chaos, we’d walk
through like rats after the apocalypse, and compete to see who could find the biggest hailstone.
When it seemed safe, Dick would take us in the car to look at the damage around town—
tree branches knocked across roads, power lines down, a general state of disorder as if we
had been warned. In the car, we hoped the winds would pick back up, because since we
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were already out, Dick would follow the storm.

The cows cluster before a tornado, lumbering in from the fields.The birds go silent, they
disappear deep into the trees as far away as they can get. Horses buck and whinny in their
stalls, dogs bark and jump frantically, scratching at closed doors. They know before us when
something is coming.
We unplugged everything from the walls—protection against lightning striking and ruining what few electronics we had. The jolt could enter our houses through the wires and fry
us.
A tornado is smart. We heard stories about how a twister can pick you up while you’re
still in your bed and sit you down two miles away, unharmed. It can pick and choose which
houses to take out, which ones to leave, often one right next to another.
Sometimes when we got scared, mom would tell us to go lie in the bathtub. She didn’t
want us hiding in the basement because she didn’t believe it would really save us. At most,
we might be trapped under the debris and die, buried alive. When the glass of the windows
shook in their frames violently enough, mom put us in the tub and laid a mattress over the
top. We hid in the shadows, whispering, do you think it’s coming?

Mom said we lived in a valley, so we were safe—a tornado would not touch down here.
Towns nearby, within an hour’s drive, were wiped out, but we usually only got the residual
winds. I wanted it to take us, everyone. It wasn’t just The Wizard of Oz that made me want
the tornado. I wanted it to come and take us all away, drop us down in a land with little
people, with lions, with poppies, a land where our biggest fear was a witch. A witch I could
face, a witch I understood. The rest of our lives were so small in the face of a funnel forming
in the sky, its power evident in the flashes of lightning trapped inside. We were nothing, and
we would be shown we were nothing. I wanted to be nothing.
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TraCY FUad
CAUSATIVITY

The overlapping states, instead of turn, together, when blended like military, diplomatic,
intelligence and information weapons pursue the task of supporting each other.
The tense drank me in the house. He misunderstood “I said,” but when I offered my
disappointment, my teacher took my head. I saw it was not good.
Fairy received in excellent condition. Looks great on my new tree.
Every day dozens of obsidian dragons go unchosen.
There are no answers to this question yet.
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TraCY FUad
FLOWER

good morning in any language!
after sex, a soothing rain soundtrack
fervor over the dismembered journalist growing
we, too, have words that you can only say by saying what it is the opposite of
bits watching the ending
jar, sword, where have you been?
I can’t really think if I’m thinking
about cutting my nails
there were many duplicates, and no apparent distinctions
I am not a person, she wrote
dutifully, I integrated fruit into my body
I finally felt right instead of not
are those hydrangeas? no, hyacinths,
but only in my original language
a flower lacks apparatus to know what it is called
a flower has no idea at all
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HISTORY

PIT

The fact disrupted
my feeling of you in a vacuum

what balm is there for this?
I didn’t want the ceremony nor the ceremony nor the economy

Your feelings are in empty space
but there I was, in orchestra with the wind
Your bones are in the area
I touched the ancient bracelet dug out of Shemshara
You against the green screen, a place
without history
You live with a sweet spoon
without history

I wanted to eat it and run
The dimensions of the head make it a fairly good antenna
If it’s possible, I’d like to go straight to the pith

You have to face a green luster
without history
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he who digs a pit for another falls in
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sTeFaNIa GOmeZ
cold spell

Sink all evil to the ground,
thrice around the circle bound.
Sink in sand, tajín, lupus,
rice in a sock, expansion West.
Summon the northern winds
of earth and National Grid,
the western winds of water,
under the Black Hills, the roller rinks,
the winds of the east, of air and the road
to New York through Connecticut on the Peter Pan,
the winds of the south,
of building a fire, of zinc on your scraps.

chili cheese dogs, fries,
the circle of dreams in which you are replaced
by Eileen Myles, and other gays,
the circle crossing over to sleep,
soaked in elote, the nation of me.
Sink a feeling, gas bill down,
sink all evil to the ground.

Bind the drool, the peach ring,
thin strips of skin curling
in your grandfather’s shape,
pictured here, at 23, when they came,
anyway he looks like you, bind him, don’t scratch.
Bind the bulging in the low back.
Bind the ladies rocking at camp, ride giver,
bind the gore, sinking and liver.
This is the circle of salt, maiden of corn,
our mother, the Louisiana Purchase, of ore,
the circle of spit valves, burst pipes,
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sTeFaNIa GOmeZ
‘And so it begins.’ 1 killed, 9 wounded by gunfire as summerlike weather hits Chicago.
Chicago Tribune, 1 May 2018.

And so it begins, warmth whipping around. I wave
at boys. A viejito in tiny shorts bangs on the door
of a storefront filled with Singer machines. While an OG,
as A would say, on the top step of a walk-up,
as New Yorkers would say, wears shorts
long enough to be pants.
Today dandelions covered a green triangle on Blue
Island between buildings. The first thunderstorm
came earlier than it thought and surprised us all,
even itself. A man drove by in the heat on a motorcycle,
except, despite himself,
it was attached to a side car, and the whole thing was painted
bright as an orange. Spring is extinct.
It has been replaced by summer,
which is immediate, which will wake
us all and that which has been dormant.
I am thinking about my Contribution. I am thinking
how glad I am not to be as famous as Kanye West,
that my life is small enough to fit in a 1 bedroom,
with the windows all flung open
so the afternoon’s steam can blow through.
If 10 were shot on the west side
and 9 lived, summer is the living season.
I will make myself a place where things can grow
and burst out.
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mandY GUTmaNN-GOnZaLeZ
The Microwave
(After Chen Wan-Jen’s video “The Unconscious Voyage”)
The microwave descended from the air,
the byproduct of a war’s
radar technology. No one knew who
controlled its circuits, no one
cared, for it ushered a new age in:
gave itself over, a marvel
of lamps, AC power transformer,
magnetron cooling fan.
The earth was scorched,
hushed under gusts of ashes.
Hey animal, moved by metal,
we wanted to be delicious,
be consumed.

like the chosen.
Upon the white asphalt, upon the white grass,
we advanced
over the anesthetized ground.
Overhead, surgical clouds
flattened to a porous gauze,
unable to cover the insisting:
eyeless drones
like metal shoes
hurled by an unseen hand
with which we co-inhabit the world.
Shiny coins: asterisks of our time.

We must have devised it,
all metal, sheen, and char—

The air, a screen.
The screen, our scream ironed flat,
vibrated with acid rain.

the microwave, a monument to watts
we wished would warm us.

Our bodies compressed
to point-two-seconds of

It settled down like the disturbed underside of a swan.
The air vibrated, we were drawn out

idiosyncratic movement:
each to her own history absorbed.
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What we held in our hands:
briefcases, necks, lavatories.
We wore horse-blinds
but our saucy shadows
touched on the tarmac.
The white static asphalt stretched beneath us,
a beach, brilliant
and sanitized, earth of bleach,
a heart slit in half
and emptied of blood,
broken bird pieces
shaved from the blanched sky.
Here is the vomit-stuffed briefcase
the acid-streaked porta potty,
dormant rattlesnake in take-out container.
The neon-green X hobbling forward,
graffitied on the dog.
Here’s the woman in the green bandana
(a hand in there, rounding up
all her rings in her money pouch),
we approach each other, this rodeo,
as if to lay something bare, some embarrassment
as if embarrassment were the last
frontier left.
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FROM

Wig Heavier Than a bOOT
Self-portrait

Watching Petal like a monk or fire, waiting to disappear.
Petal will want to open her eyes behind mine; her beak.
Her voice at my throat: sappy, relentless,
soft and pretending, almost
the consistency of skin; bees
could not tell the difference. An entire
coast in an unfurled leaf of her
inviting me to swim; legs like a wrench.
Petal is stitching the water.
She will take me under /
If a tongue should also be involved in the tragedy,
answer for it
and pray over its poultry body;
a hum in your eyeballs on horizon.

PhOTOgraphS bY daVid JOhnsOn
POemS bY PHiLip MaTTHewS
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Obliterate

The center of this sadness /
isn’t real.
There is no time I can point to. Petal is speaking,
cast over me, giving me voice—
Petal pulls back and I
disappear. She stands alone
in this creek bed of white.
Performing thicket.
Performing sticky fruit, delicious
and poisonous.
Performing 2 lands pinned
to the side. I cannot touch her.
I cannot be
quiet, waiting to see.
These are her thighs.
This is her money.
—Who without, sex, the idea of sex,
feels expensive.
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Before the Crown

By the horizon, Petal lifts the ocean
as easily as a lake. The perimeter a clean plane you place your teeth on
and tip out the water from your jaw.
The water is oyster-parcel. The water is bird-hot.
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JOanna NOVak
The Case for Honey

neither attaché nor valise

with what love not love

but your jaw, scar

the seditious sip sitting

for your chin. Find

stung on your tongue.

between my legs stitching

I have no means

something good, a window

for sugar. I see

pleasure blushy on

no difference between

yes. Sticky equals

bag and bullet. If my mother calls

suckle equals bee

tell her my hands are full.

equals berry, blame
the mallow for whatever
ires your throat. I am
ancient thorax wings galore
striated fuzzy stingered stung
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IV. THE WILDERNESS

kATie SChAAg

its secret paths					
my sadness

my longing

					
tore my clothes

the sharp thorns

excerpt from
				I descended 		

SEAL/WOMAN
an erasure of Ronald Lockley’s novel Seal Woman (1974)

An undulant fantasy for fanciers of Wild (female)
Things who make the heart sing even underwater, as does that of the narrator who pursues the
smooth Pinnipedian form of Shian, the seal-womIV. The Wilderness
V. Choked
VI. The Shining Surface

towards the cave
			
a safe hiding place
a golden couch

whorled sea-broom

plucking the long thorns		

limbs grown tender

a moment, out of breath 				

the heat of sun

blue pools below.
									wands of
laminaria 		
the pulse of the sea,
								
							
					
it seemed
			
empty.

updraughts

warning me

along the lowermost ledges I stared down into
each cave longingly. 			
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I would
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plunge into a deep entrance,
							

nothing but 						

the clap of each wave,

my lips formed
the rattle

				
			

a whisper

her name.

Guarded by			

granite cliff

I hid

		
my
			knife

smooth slate
							
		
silence of a
wave
					

										

									

											

					

said she had been

						

I floated

I floated to the surface,
In the wild bay
								

from one cave

Nothing 			
in sight
										

wild pounding of my blood

to another

the utter darkness –

		
the wave flung itself		
						

the tide creeps

in furious applause

									

I waited

born

										
								
horror

echoing

secret

										
A languid
											
eye
			

nothing but

heated air					
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formed by
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V. CHOKED

VI. THE SHINING SURFACE

with salt water
				
				
a corpse

												
										
			

		
Gasping				
					

the surface
				

the

echoing from

cliff

			

my heart to the sea

												
					

		

flung me

with a roar

									

object

			
I stumbled

to receive

					

a strange

wild glorious ermine throne
		

			

of a wave

				
		

those blind moments

began to break						
I

I sank

cried out

I held myself

hoping it would break						
			

to shore. It reared up				

carry me
its shadow growing

										swallowed
										
			

my fate
							

			

the silence

									
								

//
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I

shouted

the spent wave
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young seals have a wail
that is almost human

I

saw her

									

I

										

saw her
she stared towards me
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she turned her back
I had forgotten
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tumbled
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JUne SHanaHan
EXCERPT from KISS ME, DIDYMOS

O

{psalm}

retch.
axis and ursa lurch
alike, pinned like pupillary starlight
to staggering lesions,
beloved lesions.
full with wretched love,
the brooding spheroid sighs its bruises,
groaning dimly for reprieve and glowing.
angelically rodentine, We eat acrylic, dance & rattle
coronated teeth in oceans of splintered rooms,
drag bows across tenuous
tendons, making melodies of opulent ash.
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plunge into skin this collected pair of bound
digits, drilling and prying and rending rib
to dis-fiber, to cull a cardinal organ:
orifice.
come sibilant
cum plosive tide.
phonemes & phosphorus,
carry the first penumbral lip
of appellative volume. chortle, its titular cull,
their names woven wood pulling taut. molten hydrogen,
triangular width, heliacal over iron high rise
and stone precipice on zippered horizon, blush your febrile glow
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in diamonds.
--& i/i\i dragged m/yself to a parapet,
pleading in volleys of hock and pawn.
& i\i/i drooled over balusters, plummeting
three-thousand feet and foundering in a new
Bethesda. larruped and smothered,
i\i/i was red and in water grew opaline. i\i/i
tried to drown at seventeen different angles
and saw the same specters again as torpid
billowing satin. the tide had torn them
and they were frayed.
i\i/i began to maneuver an eighteenth angle
of severing gerund
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when a foray found m\e. subsurfaced,
a warp. what sound. what limbs, suspended. a
whipping tendril drew lacerate
latitudes into and across m/y abdomen and
its cloud of satin besieged and burrowed
into m\y stomach like a trailing
thistled sentiment, a taloned sentence
that lunged for and wrenched my tongue,
curled it. across papillae, among pounds of semiotic
mud and soil, it pushed ten-thousand names
before furling m/e backwards into m\y own throat.
one name, broken and lingering in delicate vertebral
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letters, barbed the lining of m/y cheek,
burrowed between the ridges of m\y teeth.
i/i\i swallowed the sound and listed.
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ErIn SLaugHTer
inevitably you will know people

inevitably you will know people / who very bad things happen to / & you will not know how to
help them / & your hands will be only your hands / not any moonstained sky worth speaking
of / will think of your own hypothetical husband dying / suddenly on a train in Canada / &
ache for someone you haven’t known / nonetheless haunts your blood & time / like a flimsy
spent thing / wading in / the blue & secret rust of it
//
the rust & faithless blue of / time that long hallway of nosebleeds / my friend’s young husband served three tours / in Afghanistan & was pulped / by a bus in Dallas now she has a life
/ of wedding photos bathed / black & white she was young, beautiful / she is young still / &
beautiful & will never be / whole again where are you I am afraid / you might be on a plane is
someone with you
//
our hands are only our own / not clouds or shovels worth speaking of the ache / of acceptance: others get to choose / how to spend their lives as if there are years / to spend like
pretty silver / pieces limitless as if we aren’t / a gust of salt a pile / of wind love makes ghosts /
of the loved & someone when we touch them sees / our fingers slip past / disappear beneath
the borders / of their skin & shudder

force myself / to eat only by the knowledge that my emptiness / makes another suffer / I have
ground my teeth to dust with a love-loaded gun to my head
//
with a love-loaded gun to my head / today I heartbroken swept the hair of a woman / whose
lungs sprouted black gardens / & outgrew her / whose lungs charred themselves like southern
churches & so is shucking her body / away from the world inch by inch / thankful for another
day clothed in flesh / beside her flesh-trapped husband she has begun / to practice prying off
the world like opalescent scales / vanishing herself from / her wonderous gutted & only life
//
selves still / I’d set fire to an entire metaphor / to hear is someone with you do your days /
trickle out like nosebleeds / & what if we are only human & desire / is a corrosive thing that
clings / to none of its words & what about people who don’t make it / to the scene in the
starlit tunnel / where the music swells / it’s enough to pry me from my cold dead grip / on
dignity to say here that I hope / there will still be some time, some glimmering morsel, some
fractured ember of time left for us

//
forgive me for I am not a patriot / of human living I have pledged allegiance / to the abrasive
beauty of the plum tree & a mouthful / of air splitting the lungs / at various times I have continued to be alive only out of guilt / for my mother my best friend or my cat / can sometimes
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ErIn SLaugHTer

ErIn SLaugHTer

Splinterwood Solstice

the prayer of thank you & please no

I fall asleep thinking about the cruelty of structures, dream of chauffeuring the dark & wake
too cold for socks. day breaks against my nose, breaks skeletal, I take a mosquito’s only chance
at life with the pit of my elbow. return to my body, find it overgrown with thistle & barb. bury
a penny tails-up in mud & wish for a new bloodstream. I miss you fierce like oilfields; I cut out
my own tongue. your hand is memory, is fiberglass, proximity. my fingernails blue themselves
silly in rain, descendants of my mother’s in the grocery. yes, need is a gravel succubus, so I
tell myself I don’t. the air up here all vineflower whittles away infection, chills you out of me
like fever. you are rawboned, nectar for the solstice, but I will not anymore become a house
inviting ghosts. breadcrumbs tell me you are alive & that is enough. & that is stuffing cotton
laced with honeylemon in the shallow mouth of a papercut. I will, for now, take the porcelain
that is given, fashion a thorn crown out of white pine & simple movements. in my castle of dry
brown bone, we are safe from knowing one another. I am a garden of locked doors & open
windows & I am coming to terms with this. I will contort my legs to splinterwood, cocoon in
the hot wet husk of trees that veil their arms & linger light. I will burrow myself in ice & pray it
staves off future, rot, & flies.

memory where do you inhabit
in the body i mistook
to be mine
alone elsewhere beloved
well-dressed men compose
sonnets
to silence & i try
to still
my own blood
into a never-born
lake I clot
my own
irises with napkins
& swallow the dispatches
are saying bullets
in the city
& the city
is the name
of every American
city & some
not cities
at all just slabs of paved
nowhere
where human beings make
do make homes
hold up their walls
against hungry tongues
like flames the story
is bullets
is iron begat blood
is death came
because of someone
whose parent or grandparent
once
told them to smile
& took a picture because they believed
their face
precious enough
to protect from time the radio
tells four stories of today
& all of them
are this
how every sun this week comes antlered
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DanIeL STewaRT
Emptying and Filling

The river bloated and mean feels
like it means, but what?
I am a

man

water freed
from reservoir to make room
for snow melt—loosening
what’s been locked

find my documents
in order (I have none)

in ice so long it’s hard to think
change

hands
empty (meaningless) ready
to be

of seasons. The water desires
only destination. Calls it
home.

filled. O, love, you
are not
the river. You are not the red
lights of cars passing over
the river. Night hallows
the trees
in tender silhouette. I think (I sing)
of you
so much it’s like you’re god:
all dark
matter and absence. This
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DanIeL STewaRT
Origin Story

I was born on the moon in a crater in a shadow.
Little known fact: in outer
space, stars are invisible, space not black
but sludge-brown. Did you know
every planet in our solar system fits between
earth and moon, and wings
won’t heal that distance?
I was born in the desert after the cacti
flowers crumbled into dust, was swaddled
in a rattler’s shroud, the illusion
of water everywhere.
My mother was water, the river
the leaf of me whirled down: O to be
a tree a bird a fish, any thing
with only primal needs—hunger
scrape my ribs clean—rain
never my enemy; my mother
emptied me into the sea
and dried into nothing, her source
hidden as any god. My mother
no angel, or the type cast
out. Something else I know:
We’re not all born crying.
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